
D
o you love flying around a cross-country 
course? If so, see if you can answer the 
questions correctly and come away a 
champion – don’t worry, though – there’s 

no bogey time on this quiz!

A 30 seconds

B 10 seconds

C  One minute

When does the starter give 
you a final countdown in 
the starting box?

A Dressage, 
showjumping and XC

B Just XC!

C Showjumping and XC

What is a hunter trial?

a 
The fastest time you can 
ride a course

b  The worst time you can get 
on the course

c 
 The optimum time for the 
class (which is kept secret 
until the class has finished)

What is a bogey time?

A Four

B Three

C Two

How many refusals 
can you have 
before you’re 
eliminated?

a Triangle fence

b  Corner

c Arrowhead

What’s the name of the jump 
that forms a triangle and the 
rider must try to jump the 
skinniest part of it?

A No – you can stop after 
the last fence!

B You must only trot 
through the finish line

C   
Keep riding all the way 
through the finish line!

You’re at the finish line! Do you 
need to keep riding until you 
are past the finish flags?

0-3 points 
You've been eliminated!
Not the outcome you wanted, but 
that’s okay – there’s still plenty of 
time to learn and you’ll be storming 
around in no time!

4-6 points
Couple of runouts! 
You’re almost there! There are still a 
few things to improve on but you’re 
not far off from being a true XC 
champion!

7-8 points
Winning round! 
Well done! You are a quiz whizz and 
cantered over the finish line with 
flying colours – your XC knowledge 
is awesome!

how did you 

get on?

ExcellentExcellent

How much do you know about cross-country? 

Take our quiz to test your knowledge!
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my score…            /8

A 18-25

B 10-17

C 22-29

How many XC jumps are 
there on a standard BE 
90cm course?

A Left

B On both sides

C Right

Which side of the XC jump 
is the red flag on?
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